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The three-dimensional ordinary differential system 
ri=n(l -n)-npaK/:le 
9 = - Py/E + PqfiKiE 
4 = (n - 4) a/E, 
(1) 
which is a realistic predator-prey model with time lag has been investigated 
in [ 11. System (1) has an equilibrium in the positive octant of n, p, q space 
iff 
y/K/Ii’< 1. 
Introducing the notation a, = K/?-- y - ye/Kfl, we get, that in case a,, > 0 
this equilibrium loses its stability at a= ao, and bifurcates into a closed 
orbit. 
In paper [ 1 ] the following theorem is proved. Let a, > 0, 
@=(l -yb)((l+2&b)(-2y%(l -yb)2 
- 2y2&h2( - (1 - 2yb)( 1 - J’b - y&b2) - 2yEb2( 1 - ‘yb) 
+ y2E2b4)) - (y3Eb3( 1 - @)/W2 + yEb( 1 - yh) + y2E2h3) 
x (( 1 - yb)( 1 - 2yb) + 2ysb2( 1- yb - xyeb’))), (2) 
where ~=((l-yb-y~b~)y/~)“’ and b = l/K/?. The bifurcation is super- 
critical if @ < 0, and su”bcritica1 in case @ > 0. In a second theorem Farkas 
gives a sufficient condition under which @ is negative, because of the 
difficulty of checking the negativity of CD. 
Now, we are giving a necessary and sufticient condition under which @ is 
negative (or positive), in case a, > 0. 
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THEOREM. If a,>0 and 
a0 - ~*yl(MW + 8)) > 0 (resp. < 0) (3) 
then the Hopf bifurcation of the equilibrium of system (1) at a = a, is super- 
critical (resp. subcritical). 
Proof The expression (2) of Cp is considered. Introducing the notation 
B = - @/(y( 1 - yb)) (1 - yb > 0), it is easy to see, that B is a function of the 
variables x and y only where x = Eb and y = yb. Using these notations, after 
short manipulations we get 
B(x, y) = (1 + 2x) y(( 1 - y)* + x((2y - 1 )( 1 - y - xy) - 2xy( 1 - y) + x’y’)) 
+(x(1-Y)*+x2Y(l-Y--Y))((1-YY)(1--Y) 
+2xy(l- y-2xy))/(l- y-xv). 
Performing the parameter transformation c = (1 - y)/xy, y = y and making 
some manipulations we get 
B(x(c, y), y) = (c* + c - 1)( 1 - y)’ ( y2(2c2 - 2c) - (y - l)(c - 2)) 
x (2y(c- l)))‘, 
where x(c, y) = (1 - y)/cy. It is easy to see that the conditions of the 
theorem imply 1 < c, 0 < y < 1, and 
sign B(x(c, y), y) = sign( y2(2c2 - 2c) - (y - 1 )(c - 2)), 
i.e., 
sign @ 7 - sign(2y( 1 - y - xy) + x( 1 - y - 2xy)), 
or in the original parameters: 
sign @ = - sign(Kj? - y - y&/Kfl - &*y/( Kp(2y + E))). 
After this, the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 in [I]. 
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